
Very well Not very well Not at all

Q6. How well do You know which days of 

the week is your preferred Dr available? 51 64 56
29% 36% 31%

Not very easy Fairly easy Very easy
Q7 How easy is it to get an appt with the 

Dr you want to see? 15 99 57
8.50% 56% 32%
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Always Sometimes Never

I have never missed an 

appointment

Q8 Can you easily contact the surgery to 

cancel an appt? 127 10 43
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Q9 Did you know you can book & cancel 
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60% 37%
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Yes No
Q10. Did you know whe send a reminder 

of your appt to your designated mobile 

phone? 152 21
85% 12%
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Q11. How far in advance would you like to 

be able to book an appt at the surgery? 15 27 6 50 85
8% 15% 3% 28% 48%
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I don't normally 
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Q12. How long after an appt time do you 

normally wait to be seen? 12 42 64 80 13 1
7% 24% 36% 45% 7% 0.50%
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Other Comments

6 - I feel it would be good to charge for missed appts , money could then be used for vital equipment.
7 - Appt reminders should be 1-2 hours before appt.
11. didn't complete q4-8
16. q11 never tried never needed to
23. Cancelling - when phone is off at lunchtime is quite frustrating because cancelling very late for an after 
lunch appt is usually because something unexpected has cropped up.
35 - re Q 7 - not bothered what dr they see
52. q10 - don't use a mobile
69. q 11 - I like it just the way it is, ring and in same day excellent.
74. q6 - only just registered here so not aware of dr etc - did not ans q7 & 8
99. q 9 & q10 N/A
148 q12 waited more than 30 mins with 4 yr old and newborn!!!!
152. q6 (not very well) - but I ask when I ring so there's no problem
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